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New revolutionary tool for in-depth understanding of our world, from the creator of
FuturisTrendcast, Earth Shift System and Quantum Calibrations! Nearly 1000 unique
Calibrations, peer group comparisons, analysis and acclaimed Lada Ray Predictions!
Encompassing: 94 countries & territories; 10 global organizations; 7 leading business/corporate
worlds; leaders, armies, economies, finances, solvency and sovereignty! Plus: one-of-a-kind
index of the world’s most powerful people, and created especially for this book new Power
Scale: 4 superpowers, 11 great & regional powers!
What makes this book stand out is Lada Ray’s trademark fusion of geopolitical analysis,
economics, predictions and higher-consciousness knowledge. Written in clear, concise, easy to
understand manner, it is a seamless blend of practical knowledge and reason, compassionate
heart and prophetic predictions. The book has promising academic and practical applications for
politicians, leaders, business people, researchers, scholars and ordinary citizens alike. During the
Great Earth Shift, as our whole world changes rapidly, Lada Ray theories and practices will help
you acquire the much needed clarity, understanding and peace of mind. This book will become
your handy reference tool to help you plan for the future with confidence and success.

FROM AMAZON & BARNES&NOBLE READER REVIEWS
~Surprising and very useful...and a proven track record of accuracy
~A Gift for Truth Seekers on what is going on in the world
~Great investment in yourself - this knowledge / truth is not found elsewhere
~A Brilliant Vision of Our Future on This Planet. How to Keep Your Family & Assets Safe…
~A fascinating planetary tour by the hand of a special guide…countries, their leaders and people,
secrets behind façades, and potentials to come. Quite an experience! Success!
WHAT LADA RAY PATREON MEMBERS SAY ABOUT THE VALUE OF QUANTUM CALIBRATIONS
Nancy Chester: What I see as invaluable is the connection of an individual sovereign human being
contributing to the calibrations, along with people in other cities, countries, regions and cultures. It's an
awesome thought to realize just how much power we really have to shape the world around us.
George: Lada’s QC and GC provide detailed and unambiguous insights into our past, present and future
at the personal, society, world and cosmic levels. Coupled with Lada’s wise counsel, I have found them to
be invaluable tools in making better decisions about relationships, parenting, career, finances and even
purchasing a house!
Teresa: Quantum and Geo calibrations to me are the key-notes of major and minor excerpts of the music
of life and of the earth.They are voices of the Universal Mind... realities and potentials. In short, they are
the breath of the Universe and of Humanity, intermingled in endless co-creation…
Paul Eric: The Quantum and Geo Calibrations show with a lot of clarity what is really going on in the
world - behind the facade of public declarations and media propaganda. It is especially helpful to
understand the approximate timeline of the Earth Shift as it relates to different parts of the world, eg.
the Inverted Collapse of the US. This can help with personal decisions as well, such as where you choose
to live or which long-term careers or investments you pursue. Lada has been spot-on in her predictions
of future events, including the election of Donald Trump, as well as his subsequent inability to change
anything significant!
NadiaH: To me, the value of Quantum and Geo Calibrations is the at-a-glance understanding of where a
person, country, event, etc., is. For me it provides an independent truth.
Leanne: That is amazing, you describe our Country Australia so well! You have gotten to the heart of our
problems and you are so correct: the majority do not see the US/UK for what they really are.
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GEOPOLITICAL & GEO-ECONOMIC QUANTUM CALIBRATIONS
EXPANDED BOOK DESCRIPTION
What makes this book stand out is Lada Ray’s trademark fusion of geopolitical analysis,
economics, predictions and higher-consciousness knowledge. Some may believe these
things separate and non-combine-able. However, as proven by Lada’s work, both
practical and spiritual us are ONE. In our era it becomes paramount to understand our
world in its totality, to heal past karma and to move forward.
Helping humanity accomplish both is the reason for this book. Written in clear, concise,
easy to understand manner, it is a seamless blend of practical knowledge and reason,
compassionate heart and prophetic predictions. This seamless multidimensional blend is
the basis for creation and it is THE FUTURE! Reading this book will help you get there!
Lada Ray’s New Quantum Calibration System is based on the ground-breaking
Calibrations of Human Consciousness introduced by David Hawkins, Ph.D., in his book,
Power vs. Force. Between 2002-2018 Lada developed her own advanced Quantum and
Geo Calibrations. This breakthrough system goes well beyond the original, introducing a
more targeted, refined and high-consciousness result. The system has for years been
successfully applied in her writings, webinars and private consultations, with vast
majority of Lada Ray’s clients remaining her return clients for life.
Years of development and application confirm that Quantum and Geo Calibration
System is the most efficient, all-encompassing and profound tool for revealing the
fundamental energetic, structural and spiritual truth about our world, currently in
existence. The truths that have been hidden will come to light. Where there previously
was confusion and chaos, the realization, clarity and structure will emerge. A new,
deeper and higher understanding will take place, allowing us to see forward and to act in
the best and most beneficial way.
The smart politicians, economists, companies and governments can apply Quantum
Calibrations productively on global, regional and local levels. Individuals can use this
book to compare countries, leaders, economies, armies, and to make decisions on
relocation. The book has promising practical and academic applications for researchers,
scholars and ordinary citizens alike. Use it to project into the future and plan your next
steps on the journey through our fast-shifting world. The GREAT EARTH SHIFT is
manifesting in all areas of life, from nature and environment to social, geopolitical,
financial and economic changes. Our mentality and consciousness are changing rapidly.
If you have been confused, scared or curious of all the changes, Lada Ray theories and
practices will help you acquire the much needed clarity, understanding and peace of
mind.

